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_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Notes : 1. All questions are compulsory and carry equal marks.  

 2. Draw neat and labelled diagram and use supporting data wherever necessary.  

 3. Avoid vague answer and write specific answer related to questions.  

 

 

1.  Either   

 a) What is the difference between call by value and call by reference? Explain.  8 

 b) Write a program to find the sum of even numbers and sum of odd numbers among first N 

numbers.  

OR 

8 

 c) What is function? Explain function prototype with suitable example.  8 

 b) Write a program to swap two numbers using call by reference.  

 

8 

2.  Either   

 a) Explain procedural programming Vs object oriented programming.  8 

 b) What is inline member function? Explain how to define inline member function with 

suitable example.  

OR 

8 

 c) Explain array of objects with suitable example.  8 

 d) Define oops. Explain the advantages and applications of oops.  

 

8 

3.  Either  

 a) What is copy constructor? Explain with suitable example.  8 

 b) What is operator overloading? Explain the rules for operator overloading.  

OR 

8 

 c) What is Inheritance? Explain multilevel and Hierarchical inheritance with suitable example.  8 

 d) Write a program to overload unary '+ +' and '- -' operator for class 'Example' with A, B, C 

of integer type.  

 

8 

4.  Either  

 a) What is virtual function? Explain with suitable example.  8 

 b) Explain command line arguments in detail.  

OR 

8 

 c) Explain error Handling during Input output file operations.  8 

 d) Write a program in C++ to demonstrate the concept of friend function.  

 

8 

5.  Solve all the questions.   

  a) Write a short note on inline function.  4 

  b) Write a short note on arrays within class.  4 

  c) What is destructor? Explain with suitable example.  4 

  d) Explain how to open and close a file.  

 

4 

  ***************  
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